So, what did you do?
Tired of giving bland responses to the question, “So, what did you do over the
holidays?” You’ve booked yourself a trip to a foreign city chockfull of culture and
new experiences. Soon, you’ll get to show everyone at the office just how
welltraveled and interesting you are! ...but wait, what’s this? A coworker has
booked a trip for the same time to the exact same location! Now you must make
sure you see and do more than your coworker so that you have the best stories
to tell and photos to show back at the office on Monday…

SO, WHAT DID YOU DO? is a game for 2 players in which you compete to visit tourist destinations around
a city.
Components:
● 22 visit tokens in five colors:
○ 3 Red
○ 4 Green
○ 4 Orange
○ 5 Blue
○ 6 Purple
● 1 Map
● 2 player pawns
● 32 action cards
● 6 Secret Objective cards
● 5 Road Works Markers
See the second page for what to print.
Game Objective: The goal of the game is to have the most impressive holiday in the eyes of your
coworkers. Each unique place you visit gets you points, but you can gain bonus points by visiting complete
sets of tourist attractions or by completing a secret overarching theme to your visit.
Setup: The tokens are placed randomly on the 22 spots on the board, and the action cards are shuffled.
Each player places their pawn at their starting location on the board (marked with a 1 and 2 for players 1
and 2 respectively), and is given an initial hand of 3 action cards. Each player is also randomly allotted one
secret objective card, which is kept hidden from all other players until the end of the game.
Gameplay: On each player’s turn they:
● (Optional) Play an action card.
● Move to an adjacent destination in the city.
● Collect a visit token of current location, if any.
● Draw an action card. Discard down to a hand limit of 5 cards.
If a player should go to draw a card and the draw pile is empty, shuffle the discard pile to create a new draw
pile.
Play an action card: Each player may, on their turn, choose to play one of the action cards in their hand.
The action cards have various effects, and are either played directly to the discard pile or played in front of a
player.

Move: A player must move, if possible, from their current location to a connected, adjacent location. Some
action cards may alter the movement phase temporarily.
Collect Token: If there is a token on the player’s current location, the player collects the token and places
it in front of them.
Draw an action card: Every player must, regardless of whether they played one or not, draw an action
card at the end of their turn. Should the player have more than 5 cards in their hand at this point, they must
immediately discard down to 5 cards.
Game end: The game ends immediately if either of two things happen:
● There are no unvisited locations on the board (ie, all tokens have been removed), or:
● A player has completed their secret objective AND returned to the central square (the starting
rectangle). Note: a player does not need to return to their own starting position, Player 1 can return
to Player 2’s starting position and vice versa.
Scoring: Players receive the sum total of the numbers on their collected tokens, plus any bonuses from
action cards placed in front of the player. In addition, a 3 point bonus is given for having everytoken of a
single color. Completion of a secret objective is worth an additional 5 points.
The player with the highest score wins, and is the talk of the watercooler next week.

Game construction notes:
This game requires that you supply two coins or pawns for the player pieces. All other necessary
components can be printed off from this file.
There are two versions of this game included (color and monochrome/lowink), so it is important that you

DO NOT PRINT ALL THE PAGES.
Pages 1 and 2 consist of these rules and notes.
Pages 3 and 4 must be printed, as they are the action cards.
Page 5 contains the color version of the game tokens and other components.
Page 6 contains the highink (greyscale) version of the gameboard.
If you don’t care about ink and have a color printer, just print pages 16.
Page 7 and 8 contain the monochrome versions of pages 5 and 6.
If you print the monochrome version, you will need to print pages 14, and 78. You will also need to color
the tokens by hand.

That’s it! Thank you for playing, and I hope you enjoy!
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Secret Objective:

Collect six tokens with a value of 2.

Collect one token of every color.

Secret Objective:

Secret Objective:

Collect all four yellow tokens.

Collect all four green tokens.
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Secret Objective:

Secret Objective:
Collect five tokens with value 3.
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Secret Objective:
Collect all tokens with a value of 1.

RULES REMINDER

RULES REMINDER

Order of play:
- (Optional) Play a card
- Move
- Collect a token (if possible)
- Draw a card. (Discard to 5).

Order of play:
- (Optional) Play a card
- Move
- Collect a token (if possible)
- Draw a card. (Discard to 5).

End-game Scoring:
Value on tokens + 3 points for every
complete set of a color + any points
from action cards + 5 points for
completing your secret objective.

End-game Scoring:
Value on tokens + 3 points for every
complete set of a color + any points
from action cards + 5 points for
completing your secret objective.

There are 3 Red, 4 Green, 4 Orange,
5 Blue, and 6 Purple tokens.

There are 3 Red, 4 Green, 4 Orange,
5 Blue, and 6 Purple tokens.

